INTRODUCTION

16
Accurately modeling the behavior of structural members under large cyclic deformations 17 is paramount for the quantification of the seismic performance of structures with some degree 18 of confidence. interior is typically assumed to have an elastic behavior, however this assumption is not 111 necessary. The flexibility of the FLPH element is computed as:
where L pI and L pJ are the length of the plastic hinges at element ends, L int is the length 114 of the linear-elastic element interior, b(x) is the interpolation function matrix, and f S is the 115 section flexibility, nonlinear for the first and third term, and typically linear for the second 116 term. For other formulation details see Scott and Fenves (2006) , for example.
117
CONSTITUTIVE LAWS FOR CYCLIC LOADING
118
In this paper, the modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler deterioration model (Lignos, 2008 ),
119
ModIMK model in short, was chosen for its versatility in modeling degrading hysteretic tions of these six modes of deterioration. All three models share the same backbone curve.
136
The models are:
137
• Bilinear hysteretic response (Bilin) model with strength deterioration ( Figure 1b) ;
138
• Peak-oriented model with strength and stiffness deterioration ( Figure 1c) ;
139
• Pinching model with strength and stiffness deterioration (Figure 1d ).
140
In the ModIMK models, the rates of cyclic deterioration are controlled by a characteristic 141 total hysteretic energy dissipation capacity E t and an energy based rule developed in Rah-142 nama and Krawinkler (1993) . The characteristic total hysteretic energy dissipation capacity 143 E t is obtained from experimental results.
144
The energy based rule developed by Rahnama and Krawinkler (1993) expresses the cyclic 145 deterioration in excursion i, β i :
where E i is the hysteretic energy dissipated in excursion i, and E j ≤ E t is the hysteretic 148 energy dissipated in all previous excursions in both positive and negative directions. The exponent c defines the rate of deterioration. According to Rahnama and Krawinkler (1993) , 150 a reasonable range of values for c is between 1.0 and 2.0. β i ranges between 0 and 1.
151
The generalized stiffness or strength parameter, X, can be updated through:
where X i is the value of the parameter in excursion i and β k is the value of deterioration 154 parameter.
155
The ModIMK is used herein to model the behavior of plastic hinges. However, the 156 implementation of this model within a finite element framework is complex and dependent
157
on the type of finite element used. In the following sections the details regarding a consistent
158
and unified implementation of these models is provided for CPH and FLPH models.
159
IMPLEMENTATION OF MODIMK MODELS IN HINGE ELEMENTS
160 Figure 2 shows the general procedure used to update the ModIMK model parameters.
161
This procedure is a direct application of the proposal by Ibarra et al. (2005) common deterioration parameter is used in both loading directions.
170
The remaining parameters are updated at the end of the unloading branch (F n−1 × F n < 171 0), denoted by point Y in Figure 1 . At this point, dissipated energy in the previous excursion 172 is computed. This allows for updating of the reloading stiffness, the basic strength, the strain hardening ratio, the capping point, and the pinching parameters for the current excursion.
174
The procedure is then repeated for each excursion reaching the nonlinear range.
175
Implementation in Concentrated Plastic Hinge Models
176
In the CPH model, to guarantee the rigid plastic behavior of the springs, their initial 177 stiffness is given by:
179
where K mem is the elastic stiffness of the member. In the case of double curvature,
6EI/L, where EI the is cross-section flexural stiffness, and L is the member length. Since 181 the elastic stiffness of the member is related to the elastic stiffness of the rotational springs 182 and the interior elastic element, which are connected in series, the stiffness of the interior 183 element, k int , is also affected by n F actor , as:
185
where
EI is the modified elastic stiffness of the element interior.
186
In the post-yielding region, member stiffness is computed by multiplying the elastic stiff-187 ness by the post-yielding ratio, α. Since the elastic stiffness of the zero-length spring is 188 affected by the n F actor , an adjusted post-yielding ratio of the spring, α (ratio of the tangent 189 stiffness, k T s , to the linear elastic stiffness, k s ) is given by: 
where i is the total number of inelastic excursions up to load step n, β k,j is the deterioration 218 parameter associated with completed inelastic excursion j, β k,n is the deterioration param-
219
eter computed considering the energy dissipated in excursion i up to load step n, γ k is the 220 cumulative deterioration of the unloading stiffness and K 0 is the member initial elastic stiff-221 ness. The procedure starts by computing the residual energy dissipation capacity, E t − E j 222 and the damage parameter β k . Equation 8 is then used to update the unloading stiffness of 223 the element based on its elastic stiffness. The unloading spring stiffness is thus given by:
where K 0 and K spring u,n are the original member elastic stiffness and updated unloading stiffness 226 of the zero-length spring in loading step n.
227
The reloading stiffness deterioration is modeled by increasing the absolute value of the 228 target displacement of the member, d i , corresponding to the horizontal coordinate of point 229 Y in Figure 1c , in each direction as:
where d max i−1 is the maximum displacement observed up to the i − 1 excursion in the same 232 direction.
233
The implemented algorithm for computing the reloading stiffness deterioration in CPH 234 models is presented in Figure 4 . Firstly, the maximum displacement of the member in , is computed using the general relation between spring and 236 member rotations: Finally, the reloading stiffness is defined using point Y in Figure 1 responses under monotonic loading. This procedure is extended here for cyclic loading.
275
The detailed formulation of the FLPH elements is presented in Scott and Fenves (2006) .
276
In the interest of brevity, only a description of key aspects is presented here. The member 277 flexibility using the modified Gauss-Radau integration scheme is given by: given by:
288 where:
290
The corresponding weights w i are given by:
292 where:
In this case, the element flexibility is then given by:
The inclusion of experimentally calibrated moment-rotation relations to define the behav- 
307
where α 1 and α 2 are the ratio between the nonlinear stiffness and the elastic stiffness at end 308 I and J, respectively, and β 1 , β 2 and β 3 are the flexural modification parameters.
309
The equivalent flexibility matrix, considering the CPH model is given by:
where k T I = (n F actor + 1) K mem and k T J = (n F actor + 1) K mem are the tangent stiffness of 312 the springs at ends I and J, respectively, and EI mod = n F actor +1 n F actor EI.
318
Assuming both plastic hinges at member ends have similar lengths L p , the stiffness modifying 320 factors (β 1 , β 2 and β 3 , see Figure 5 ) are given by:
323
As shown, these factors do not depend on the stiffness terms α i , {i = 1, 2} and therefore implementation independent of the constitutive law employed.
328
For the F P LH model, in terms of calibration, the only other parameter that needs 329 adjusting is the the total energy dissipation capacity E t . This term is defined empirically 330 for the moment-rotation relation, and can be defined, for moment-curvature, as:
and Krawinkler (2005) .
In this section a simple structure subjected to a set of cyclic pushover analyses is used to convergence. For a n F actor equal to 1000, a pseudo-time step of 1 × 10 −7 was necessary to 384 achieve convergence. Although this is not an exhaustive convergence stability analysis, the 
396
In this work, results obtained for cyclic analysis using implementation and calibration of 397 the FLPH models are discussed and compared to those resulting from two implementations 398 used for updating parameters of the unloading stiffness and other deterioration modes in 399 the CPH models. All implementations were performed in the Open System for Earthquake
400
Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) making use of the ModIMK material models, which have 401 been widely used for simulating steel, RC, and timber frame structures.
402
In terms of the implementation, the main conclusions of this paper are: 
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